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The Clear, Low V.O.C. Leader In Salt Storage Building Protection

NEW LOW V.O.C. SOLUTION SOLVES YOUR
SALT DOME/BUILDINGS PROBLEMS!
As more budget dollars are spent on winter roadway de-icing,
Public Works Departments are investing heavily in salt domes and
salt storage buildings. Environmental responsibility and
protection of these salt storage structures are a top concern.

hydroscopic and attracting moisture, corrosion of metal
components, pitting of concrete, to concern over salt
contaminated water migrating through the concrete into the soil
and groundwater.

Several inherent maintenance and environmental problems are
encountered with the storage of salts and chlorides. They range
from chlorides migrating through the open capillaries of concrete
and attacking the reinforcing rebar’s, wood rot due to salt being

Thus, RHOMAR developed amazing new MET-CON 300O™, a
Low V.O.C. Deep Penetrating Sealer. You simply apply MET-CON
300O™ to your salt storage building to enjoy these benefits:

Benefits:

4 SEALS CONCRETE - stops pitting and spalling of
concrete caused by salts and chlorides!

NEW!!

4 PROTECTS REBAR - prevents the penetration of
corrosive salt water to the metal rebars!

4 PREVENTS WOOD ROT - clear barrier for wood against
moisture attraction from salt being hydroscopic!
4 SAFEGUARDS GROUNDWATER - seals the open
capillaries of concrete, preventing chlorides from
seeping into the soil or groundwater!
MET-CON 300O™ is the clear and low V.O.C. solution that is
guaranteed to work, easy to apply and protects your salt storage
building from the damaging effects of salts, chlorides and moisture!

4 LOW V.O.C.’S - meets today's stricter environmental
regulations!

4 INVESTMENT PROTECTION - your salt storage building
is totally sealed!

MET-CON 3000™ is simply the best solution for protecting your salt storage building and the environment!

CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-6221
VISA, MasterCard and American Express Accepted
2107 E. Rockhurst, Springfield, MO 65802
1.800.688.6221 ph 417.866.5592 fx 417.866.5593 email: solutions@rhomar.com

For more on
MET-CON 3000™
just turn over!

More information about MET-CON 3000™
SEALS CONCRETE!
PROTECTS REBAR!
PREVENTS WOOD
ROT!
SAFEGUARDS THE
GROUNDWATER!
Nothing works better than
MET-CON 3000™ to protect
your salt storage building,
loading equipment, spreaders
and trucks from the
devastation of salts and
chlorides!

CLEAR, LOW V.O.C.
SOLUTION PROTECTS
YOUR SALT STORAGE
BUILDINGS!
Apply MET-CON 3000™ to the
following areas to protect your
salt storage building,
equipment, spreaders and
trucks:

•

Cement Short Wall or Stub
Walls

•
•

Concrete Pads

•

Metal Components on Doors,
Gates and Fences

•
•
•

Loading Equipment

Wood Walls, Poles and
Beams

Exterior of Spreaders
Truck Bed Sides

LOW V.O.C.’S!

Customer comments about
MET-CON 3000™:
We just purchased a new salt dome and
the manufacturer recommended that we
use MET-CON to protect it.

MET-CON 3000™ is recommended by
salt storage building Manufacturers!
Whether you are building a new salt dome
or just want to protect your investment in
an older salt dome, simply apply METCON 3000™!

No matter what type of salt storage
building you have, nothing protects your
concrete, metal and wood better than
MET-CON 3000™!

F. P.
Street Superintendent

This summer we decided to seal the
walls of our salt building to prevent
seepage of salt into the groundwater.
We had a devil of a time finding a
product we could use since our state
adopted new environmental regulations
on V.O.C.’s. Your MET-CON not only met
the regulations it also worked great!

Expensive loading equipment gets eaten
alive by the salt inside salt domes Apply
clear MET-CON 3000™ to your loader to
prevent rust and corrosion!

K. W.
Road & Bridge Foreman

CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-6221
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